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Session 3 Questions 

Mark 10:32-45 
 

1. What do James and John ask of Jesus? Why do you think they make this request? How do such 

verses as Psalm 16:8-11 and Psalm 110:1 help us understand what they may want? How does 

Jesus’s prediction of his suffering, death, and resurrection (see verses 33-34) influence your 

opinion of the brothers’ request? 

 

2. What are the “cup” and “baptism” to which Jesus refers (verses 38-39; compare Mark 14:36)? Do 

you think he responds to the brothers “gently” as AJ does? Why or why not? 

 

3. Why do you think Jesus’s other ten disciples become angry with James and John? 

 

4. How does Jesus challenge the Roman Empire’s ideas about authority and greatness? 

 

5. Who does your society, or your church recognize as the “great ones” today (verse 42)? 

 

6. How does Jesus say the community gathered around him is different? How well does Jesus’s 

description of greatness in his community describe behavior in the church in your experience? 

Why? 

 

7. Given what you know about slavery in ancient Israel and in ancient Rome, how do you think 

Jesus’s disciples would have reacted to his call for those who would be “first” to become “slave 

of all” (verse 44)? 

 

8. AJ notes people in the ancient world might sell themselves into slavery “to have the money to 

ransom back a loved one.” How does this background help us understand Jesus’s description of 

his mission in verse 45? 

 

9. “There can be, for people already in authority, an enormous relief in ceding control to God. With 

Go as the ultimate authority, we do not have to be.” When, if ever, have you experienced this 

“enormous relief” of which AJ writes? What did or does “ceding control to God” involve and 

look like, practically and specifically, for you? In what areas of your life might you need 

reminding you are not the ultimate authority? 

 



10. For some of Jesus’s followers, writes AJ, “to think of themselves as slaves to God is the ultimate 

language of freedom, since it indicates that no one and nothing else is in control over or efforts to 

control you? How? 

 

11. AJ thinks it is difficult “for most people to think of God as a slave owner.” Do you believe 

picturing God as slave master accurately and/or inaccurately communicates who God is and 

what God is like? Should we keep or discard this image for God, and why? What other images of 

our metaphors for God (friend, father, shepherd) might serve the same functions for us today as 

“slave master” did in the ancient world? 

 

12. Do you see freedom from slavery as an issue worth fighting for? Do you know of any countries 

that still practice slavery today? 

 

 

 


